EARTHSTOCK
2017
JUST EAT IT DOCUMENTARY
4/4/2017, Hardin Hall Auditorium at 7PM.
Just Eat It is a 74-minute film about food waste and food recovery, and will
spread awareness to respecting the hard work of Nebraska agriculturalists by
finishing our food and responsibly disposing of it, which also benefits our
planet's health. Free for students with N-Card.

LINCOLN ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS FESTIVAL (LEAF)
4/7/2017, Nebraska Innovation Campus - Maker's Studio, 7PM
On the first Friday of April, Earthstock will collaborate with the students and
faculty of UNL's Hixson-Lied College to showcase their artwork at the Maker's
Studio on Nebraska's Innovation Campus. All artwork displayed will have
environmental elements, promoting our mission through visual
representations of sustainability.

POETRY READING WITH TWYLA HANSEN
4/12/2017, Union Auditorium at 7PM
Earthstock and the UNL Women's Center welcome Nebraska State Poet and
UNL alumna Twyla Hansen to share her poetry inspired by the natural world.
This event will relate the humanities to environmental sustainability.

EARTHSTOCK MUSIC FESTIVAL
4/14/2017, The BAY, 8PM
In addition to sharing the planet as a source of life, music is one thing that
brings us all together. The Earthstock Music Festival will feature local artists
whose messages align with that of environmental sustainability and unity. All
proceeds will be donated to a local organization in Lincoln that benefits the
environment.

CULTIVATING RESILIENT COMMUNITIES PANEL
4/18/2017, Union Auditorium, 7PM
Local leaders from multicultural, faith-based, political, residential, and other
Lincoln communities will participate in a facilitated discussion, allowing the
audience to brainstorm and share sustainable solutions to Lincoln's problems
facing climate change adaptation and mitigation.

EARTH DAY BLOCK PARTY
4/21/2017, Union Plaza & Green Space, 11AM-2PM
The block party is an interactive and inclusive event that will feature several
RSOs and local organizations whose missions relate to environmental
sustainability. Additionally, programming will include yoga by UNL Campus
Recreation, a live DJ, t-shirt screen-printing, a beekeeping demonstration, and
more!

